
 

There will be a mandatory coaches meeting Friday, February 7 at 9:00am in the conference 

room at Bill Harris Arena.  

The Arena shall be open 60 minutes each day prior to match play.  

Tickets:  

Admission is $8.00 per day 

Locker Rooms:  

Four locker rooms are available for team use located in the east end of the arena next to 

warm-up mats. 

Floor Personnel:  

No parents, students or fans will be allowed on the competition infield throughout both match 

play.  

Warm-Up Area:  

Located in the east end of the arena next to team locker rooms and trainer areas. 

Bus Parking:  

Team drop-off shall be in the front of the CrossPlex in the turnaround zones.  Team vans/buses 

shall then be directed to designated parking areas.  School buses can discharge in the same 

area and buses again will be directed to designated areas. 

General Parking:  

Parking fee shall be $3.00 per day per vehicle. Re-Entry tickets will be made available by 

parking attendants for parking return.  The CrossPlex staff shall provide dash-visible signage to 

allow for this process.  

Parking spots will be filled beginning with the back lots of the complex first.  All traffic will be 

managed and directed in such manner.  

Recreational vehicles and tailgating will be allowed in designated area(s) of the back parking 

lots only.  This request shall be accommodated upon entry to the CrossPlex campus via parking 

lot assistants when requested.  



Player Entrance Gate:  

A dedicated door will be available at Harris Arena located between the Arena and CrossPlex. 

Pass Gate:  

A dedicated door will be available at Harris Arena located between the Arena and CrossPlex. 

Ticket Purchase Entrance:  

Ticket booths will be available at the front entrance of Harris Arena.  

Outside Food / Beverage Policy:  

CrossPlex is a non-smoking facility.  

NO outside food shall be allowed into the CrossPlex.  

NO alcoholic beverages allowed within the CrossPlex. 

ONLY WATER is allowed on competition infield by players, coaches, or other team personnel. 

Water stations will be set-up on competition floor. 

Concessions:  

Concessions are located in the concourse of Harris Arena.  

Hospitality:  

A hospitality room, for participating coaches, will be available from 12:30-1:30 (times could 

change based on schedule of bouts) and 5:30-6:30 (based on schedule) in the second floor 

hospitality room. Hospitality room access can gained by elevator in concourse.  

Trainer / First Aid:  

The Encore Trainer tent will be located on the arena floor. EMS Crew will also be onsite and in 

arena 

Severe Weather:  

In the event of a weather emergency, guidance and public address announcements shall be 

made providing safety instructions. 

 


